The major role of mathematical models of transmission dynamics and population biology of sexually transmitted diseases is helping understand the influence of the many biologic, social, and behavioral factors that influence the incidence or prevalence of infection. Various models can examine heterogeneity in sexual behavior and determine how individual variation influences epidemiologic pattern within a population. In the cases of heterogeneity in sex acts and in sex partner numbers, heterogeneity acts to enhance the likelihood of the persistence of infection. Also important is the pattern of mixing or sexual contact within a community. Assortative mixing promotes rapid spread in high-sexual-activity classes but results in a lower endemic equilibrium state compared with random mixing. In these models, each facet of behavior is treated separately. The obvious next goal of modeling is to meld processes together into a single mathematical framework; however, quantitative epidemiologic information on each factor is still needed.
The major role of mathematical models of transmission dynamics and population biology of sexually transmitted diseases is helping understand the influence of the many biologic, social, and behavioral factors that influence the incidence or prevalence of infection. Various models can examine heterogeneity in sexual behavior and determine how individual variation influences epidemiologic pattern within a population. In the cases of heterogeneity in sex acts and in sex partner numbers, heterogeneity acts to enhance the likelihood of the persistence of infection. Also important is the pattern of mixing or sexual contact within a community. Assortative mixing promotes rapid spread in high-sexual-activity classes but results in a lower endemic equilibrium state compared with random mixing. In these models, each facet of behavior is treated separately. The obvious next goal of modeling is to meld processes together into a single mathematical framework; however, quantitative epidemiologic information on each factor is still needed.
A complex web of social, behavioral, and biologic factors influences the observed epidemiologic pattern of the incidences of sexually transmitted infections (STDs). In the interpretation of these factors, many assumptions are made, either explicitly or implicitly. The construction and analysis of simple or complex mathematical models of the transmission dynamics of STDs facilitates the interpretive process. A major advantage of this approach lies in the precise statement of the assumptions made. This enhances the ability to make quantitative assessments of the relative contribution of the many factors that dictate observed pattern [1 -3] . In tum, the methods can lead to a better understanding of how best to control infection and disease within a defined community.
The early use ofmathematical models to look at the transmission of gonococcal infections led to the recognition that the prevalence of infection is greatest in those with high levels of sexual activity and that by tracing cases of infection in highrisk groups, gonorrhea could be effectively controlled [1, 2] . With hindsight, such ideas seem intuitively obvious. However, the use of models focused attention on what needed to be measured to better understand the problem and therefore highlighted limitations in the available information, serving as a stimulus for further epidemiologic study. An example is the growth in quantitative studies of human sexual behavior with their emphasis on recording rates and variability of sex partner change within defined populations.
Many epidemiologists distrust mathematical models because of the many simplifying assumptions made in their construe-tion, despite known complexity of the situation. With the advent of sophisticated desktop computational facilities, very complex models can be constructed and investigated by numeric methods. However, the process in model construction of starting simply and slowly adding complexity is very much akin to the methods adopted by experimental scientists, in which one or a few variables are allowed to change in an experimental design so as to facilitate a clear understanding of the relative contributions of different factors in determining observed pattern. The philosophy underlying mathematical model construction is the same. Simple models can often lead to important insights of a general nature into the factors or processes that dictate epidemiologic pattern. In addition, many complex models require the estimation of more parameters than can sensibly be derived from available data. In using simple models, it is possible to identify variables that can most usefully be measured. It is then possible to add more complexity to the theoretical models so that in an iterative process they can alternate with empirical studies to improve our understanding of epidemiologic processes.
With this aim in mind -the search for a better understanding of the key factors determining the incidences of STDs in defined populations-we consider some of the more recent studies of the transmission dynamics of STDs based on mathematical model construction and analysis. The main focus of the mathematical models is the incidence of infection in the host population. However, effects at the population level are controlled by the behaviors of individuals. We discuss the levels of behavior required for the spread ofSTDs, how heterogeneity in behavior and partner choice influences this spread, and how the immunity acquired by some individuals acts within a population to alter the effectiveness of control strategies. We emphasize current and emerging sources of epidemiologic data and the areas we believe are important for future research. Finally, we focus on the epidemiology of a generic STD because the important factors that influence observed pattern are common lID 1996; 174 (Suppl 2) Mathematical Models and STDs S151
Endemic and Epidemic Thresholds in the Spread of STDs
to all infections whose primary route of transmission is via sexual contact.
This gives us a threshold rate of sex partner acquisition CT above which a new sexually transmitted infectious agent can invade a population:
This value has been estimated for a number of STDs by Brunham and Plummer [4] . The rate of spread of an initial exponentially growing epidemic depends roughly on the basic reproductive rate, such that the doubling time of an epidemic, T, is given by the formula redefinition to deal with various complexities in human sexual behavior.
The interpretation of the average values of the simple behavioral parameters controlling R o requires clarification. We define the value C within a homogeneous population as the average number of new sex partners acquired per unit of time. For the further spread of infection, someone who acquires an STD must obviously form new partnerships. This could imply that the major part of the time delay before transmission of infection is controlled by the average time it takes to acquire a new sex partner. This would be valid if everyone was serially monogamous. However, it is possible for transmission to occur along networks of concurrent sex partners. In these circumstances, the threshold rate of acquisition of sex partners, CT, can be lower, as the reproductive rate depends on both new and existing sexual partnerships. Watts and May [6] demonstrated the existence of a second threshold for high levels of sexual activity in which the reproductive rate of infection is > 1 on the static network (existing partners). In this case, the time scale for transmission is given by the incubation period of the infection rather than the time taken to acquire infection [6] . The model used by Watts and May assumed that transmission on formation of a partnership or infection of an existing partner was instantaneous (see Appendix A for further development of this model to include transmission at a constant rate over the course of a partnership). The model is formulated with recovery from infection, as is the case with gonorrhea and Chlamydia infection, so that the endemic as well as the epidemic state can be examined. Figure 1 shows the time course of a simulated epidemic of an STD (temporal changes in the prevalence of infection in a high-sexual-activity population for various values of the average rate of new sex partner acquisition). Over a range ofbehaviors compatible with those observed in a small fraction of many populations [7] [8] [9] [10] , there is a shift toward much faster rates of spread. The change in the epidemic is less dramatic than observed by Watts and May, since in our case the time scale of the epidemic along static networks is governed not only by the period between infection and infectiousness (the latent period) but also by the average time it takes for transmission to occur within a partnership. In the majority of populations, the first threshold, in which a value of R o > 1 depends on the rate of acquisition of new partners, is likely to dominate. However, in certain extreme cases, when the number of sexual contacts is very high, such as in the bathhouses of San Francisco or in injecting drug user communities in urban centers (such as Edinburgh), the second threshold is likely to have been crossed, which would explain why there have been some very rapid human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) epidemics [11, 12] . For example, this mechanism may have been responsible for the observed rapid spread of gonorrhea through a gang sociosexual network in Colorado Springs [13] .
Behavioral Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity in the sexual activity of individuals within a population has long been recognized as playing a major role
[5]. If we ignore the role of chance in small populations and if new recruits continually join the sexually active population (i.e., there is a turnover of the population at risk), an R o of> 1 implies that an infection will persist. However, this does not imply that stochastic effects in the real world cannot cause fadeout of an endemic STD. The likelihood of this depends on the average endemic prevalence, the population size, and the various behavioral and biologic determinants of the dynamics of the infection. If there is a low average prevalence or large oscillations in prevalence, the persistence of infection will depend on chance events (e.g., emigration, immigration, and mortality) effecting a small number of cases of infection. In a homogeneous population, the endemic steady state is achieved when each infection causes one new infection, such that the proportion of the population susceptible is lIR o [3] . Thus, the reproductive ratio of the infection in a group of people determines the endemic level of infection; in the absence of lasting immunity, the prevalence is given by 1 -(lIR o ). In summary, the magnitude of the reproductive rate is an important determinant of observed pattern, and much that follows relates to its Important insights into the transmission dynamics of STDs can be gained from an understanding of the factors that determine whether or not an infection will spread once introduced into a naive population [3] . Spread and subsequent persistence occurs when the initial or basic reproductive ratio (or number), R o , is equal to or greater than unity. The term R o defines the average number of secondary cases of infection generated by a primary case in a susceptible population [3] . For the simplest model of an STD in a homogeneous population, R o is defined as the product of the probability of transmission within a sexual partnership ( (3) in the observed epidemiologic pattern of STDs. Heterogeneity makes it more likely that an infection can persist, because it is more likely that the basic reproductive rate R o will be > 1 in some segment of the population with high rates of sex partner acquisition (the so-called core group). Thus, heterogeneity will increase the rate of spread of an epidemic in the part of the population with higher-than-average activity. At the same time, heterogeneity reduces the overall extent of an epidemic. Limits on the scale of an STD's prevalence brought about by densitydependent mechanisms, such as the level of acquired immunity or preemptive infection, act at lower prevalences of infection because a high risk of acquiring STDs is limited to high-activity parts of populations.
In the majority of studies of the transmission dynamics of STDs, the probability of transmission is defined per partnership (although not in all; see [14] ). This is a very crude assumption, and an important influence of surveys of sexual behavior in defined populations has been the realization that the distribution of sex acts per partner per unit of time is also very skewed, such that the variance is much larger than the mean. Ideally, we need to reformulate the transmission probability (and hence the definition of R o ) in terms of heterogeneity in both partner numbers and sex acts per partner per unit of time, taking account of the covariance between these two variables. In the simplest case, we can express f3 in terms of the average number We could define a as the average number of acts per partnership. But following the earlier example of heterogeneity in partner numbers and its influence on the magnitude of R o [5] , we need to formulate transmission success in terms of the distribution of acts per partner. To proceed, we need to define two unconditional distributions (partners per unit of time, p, and acts per partner, a) and the relationship between acts and partner numbers. It is then possible to calculate the transmission probability /3 as a function of these distributions and their relationships (see Appendix B).
We can use the value of f3 defined in Appendix B to assess the influence of heterogeneity in acts per partner on the magnitude of the basic reproductive rate of infection, R«, where . Assuming k to be constant for all values of p is a simplification. It implies that among those with higher partner numbers (and hence a low mean number of acts per partner), great heterogeneity still persists. Further empirical studies are required to investigate this more fully, but the data base provided by the UK national survey on sexual lifestyles [7] provides an opportunity to explore this problem in more detail. Figure 2 (right) illustrates how the relationship changes. The number of acts per partner over 4 weeks is derived by dividing the total number of acts over a 4-week period by the number of partners per year. This crude measure shows that as people increase their number of sex partners, there is the expected reduction in acts per partner, but great heterogeneity exists for those with three or more partners. Indeed, a number of people with more than five partners have> 25 sex acts in a 4-week period. This suggests that sufficient heterogeneity exists for equation B-1 to be valid. However, few people from a large sample have the highest levels of sexual activity.
The general point illustrated by this example is that heterogeneity in the behavior of individuals that influences transmission plays an important role in generating epidemiologic pattern. .g "2. 
Figure above
illustrates distribution of numbers of sex acts per partner among those with different numbers of partners over l-year period (data from [7] ).
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Models of the population that encapsulate such detail provide a better template with which to interpret available data.
The Pattern of Mixing between Sexual Activity Groups: Different Consequences for Different Parameters
Heterogeneity in sexual activity increases the likelihood of an STD persisting in a defined community, but it decreases the magnitude of any epidemic or endemic state. However, this decrease in magnitude is mediated by the patterns of mixing between individuals of different activity within a population. If a population is stratified according to sexual behavior, then the pattern of partnerships within and between the strata of the population can be described by mixing matrices. This is an area of human sexual behavior about which we know little, but a number of theoretical studies suggest that it is of great importance in determining observed epidemiologic pattern [15] [16] [17] .
To represent different patterns of sexual contact between strata, we define a mixing matrix (Pij) (or two in the case of a heterosexual population, one for men and one for women) whose elements are the probability that an individual from one group (i) forms a sexual relationship with an individual of the opposite sex in another group (j). In the absence of good data to allow us to determine exactly how patterns of mixing are acting on the spread of particular STDs within populations, our only option is to examine the influence of a range of patterns that are likely to encompass what pertains in a given community. Mixing may range from fully assortative (like with like), in which those of one sex form relationships only with those of the opposite sex in the same sexual activity class, to fully disassortative (like with unlike), in which those of one sex never form relationships with those of the opposite sex in the same activity class [15] . Between these two extremes, many options are possible, including random mixing, in which the probabilities in the matrix are equal to the proportions of the total supply of sexual partnerships provided by each class of the available n activity classes. In this case, Pij = NjC/L~= I Nuc u • Here N, is the number of people in activity group j and Cj is the mean rate of sex partner acquisition by those in group j.
Two different measures of the degree to which any given mixing matrix reflects assortative (like with like) patterns have been proposed. The first method is based on measures derived from the diagonal elements ofthe matrix. The simplest measure is the sum of the probabilities on the diagonal of the mixing matrix, which is referred to as the trace of the matrix. When mixing is fully assortative, the sum is equal to the number of classes represented by probabilities within the matrix. The elements of the matrix define the likelihood that someone in class i forms a sexual relationship with someone of the opposite sex in class j. When mixing is fully disassortative, the trace is equal to 0, and when mixing is random the trace is equal to unity in value where:
The magnitude of the trace is also equal to unity when mixing is proportional (i.e., in proportion to group size) (see [18] ): (6) Other measures have been suggested by Gupta et al. [15] and by Blower and McLean [19] . The second approach to specifying measures of assortativeness relies on the individual elements of the matrix, as opposed to those on the diagonal. A simple example is provided by a background of proportionate mixing on which is grafted a tendency for within-class mixing. A specific case is provided by the definition
where bij denotes the identity matrix (i.e., 1 on the diagonal and 0 off the diagonal) and the parameter c denotes the degree of assortative mixing [18] . When c = 0, mixing is entirely assortative, and when c = 1, mixing is random. This is a more complex approach than those based on the magnitudes of the elements on the diagonal of the matrix. The description of mixing using such a scale is common in mathematical studies of the spread of STDs [20] , as it allows mixing matrices to be specified for use in numeric simulations. While such a framework cannot capture all possible intricacies in population mixing, it does allow us to understand the nature of the influence of mixing patterns. When data on partner choice are available, it is possible to use methods of statistical analysis to describe patterns of mixing [21] .
Here we use a simple mathematical model to represent the spread of an infection that does not induce acquired immunity or disease-associated mortality to illustrate how mixing patterns influence the magnitude of an epidemic, as reflected by the prevalence of infection at the endemic state (Appendix C). Figure 3 illustrates the nonlinear relationship between the steady-state prevalence of an infection, such as gonorrhea, and the degree of mixing, as measured by the parameter c in equation 7, for two populations with different levels of sexual activity. In the case of a high-activity population (or equivalently, an easily transmitted infection), as mixing moves away from fully assortative, the endemic prevalence rises. Once we move toward the random extreme, changes in overall prevalence are much smaller. In the lower-activity population, prevalence can fall to low levels if increased mixing allows the chains of infection to break down. For STDs that have low reproductive rates (in defined communities) for biologic reasons (e.g., low transmission probability) or other reasons (e.g., they are easily treated, reducing greatly the duration of infectiousness), they can persist in many populations only because ofthe assortativeness (self-selection) of the mixing of the core group [22, 23] .
The relationship between mixing and prevalence is reasonably independent of how the population is stratified into different sexual activity classes, as illustrated in figure 3 . The two • High transmission probability -mixing fully assortative ''''-Low transmission probability -mixing fully assortative -e--Low transmission probability -mixing random _. High transmission probability -mixing random Figure 4 . Relationship of endemic prevalence of simple STD to overall level of sex partner acquisition in population for two sets of transmission probabilities for two extreme assumptions about patterns of mixing between simple sexual activity classes (fully assortative and random). Changing duration of infectiousness has same effect on endemic prevalence as changing transmission probability. In case of high transmission probability, {3 was set at 0.8 from men to women and 0.6 from women to men in line with observations for gonorrhea. In case of low transmission probability, it was set at 0.3 in line with observations for syphilis (see Appendix C). Population is stratified into 4 activity groups for each sex in proportions 0.05, 0.15, 0.3, and 0.5, with ratios of activity of 20:5:3: 1. Other parameters are identical for both sexes; recovery rate is 2.0/year; rate of entry into sexually active population and rate of leaving were both set at 0.05 so that sexually active population remained constant in size and people remained in population for average of 20 years.
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the overall prevalence in the population is low. In the random case, infection cannot persist at low rates of partner change, but once it does establish, the prevalence rises to much higher levels as infection is spread across the different sexual activity classes. The transition from assortative mixing, allowing the persistence of infection, to the point at which the mean rate of partner change induces higher prevalences with random mixing occurs at twice the level for the low-transmission-probability infection as for the high-transmission-efficiency infection. The predicted pattern is in accord with observed patterns of incidence in the United States of gonorrhea (high transmission efficiency) and syphilis (low transmission efficiency). In 1992, 501,409 cases of gonorrhea and only 33,973 of syphilis were recorded.
A final point illustrated in figure 4 is the pattern of rise in prevalence as sexual activity increases. In the random mixing case, the rise is smooth, while in the assortative case, the increase occurs in jumps. The latter is a result of the rise in sexual activity allowing infection to persist in a further sexual activity class. For low averages, it persists only in the highestactivity group, but progressively, as the mean rises, the basic reproductive rate of infection in the next lowest activity classes rises above unity and concomitantly the prevalence shows a significant increase. The relevance of this observation depends on how continuous are levels of sexual activity in particular 
upper lines show the relationship between prevalence and the degree ofmixing within the population with identical parameter assignments except stratification of the population: in the top line, into four activity classes; in the line just below, into three. The reduction in heterogeneity induced by a decrease in the number of classes slightly reduces the prevalence, but the relationship with the degree of mixing is similar. The pattern of mixing has a very different effect on prevalence when the mean rate of partner change varies from low to high and in situations of low or high transmission efficiency (i.e., the magnitude of the transmission probability, (3) (figure 4). In the high-transmission-probability case, the magnitude of f3 was set at 0.8 (per partnership) in accord with published data on Neisseria gonorrhoeae, while in the low-transmissionprobability case it was set at 0.3 (per partnership) to mirror what is known about Treponema pallidum. In both cases, assortative mixing facilitates the persistence of infection at low average rates of sex partner change. However, since infection is restricted to a small group of high-sexual-activity individuals, Figure 3 . Endemic prevalence of infection of simple STD for increases in value of E. Degree of mixing is measure between fully assortative and random with respect to partnerships as defined in equation 7. Model shows relationship between mixing and steadystate prevalence for cases in which random mixing increases prevalence and in which it causes reproductive rate of infection to fall below unity (see Appendix C). In two cases, population is stratified into 4 activity groups for each sex. Population was divided into proportions 0.05, 0.15, 0.3, and 0.5 with ratios of activity of 20:5:3:1; overall mean rate of partner change was set at 2 or 1. In third set of simulations, population was stratified into 3 activity groups and overall mean rate of partner acquisition was set at 2/year (proportions 0.05, 0.45, 0.5; ratios 20:4: 1). Parameters are identical for both sexes except for per-partnership transmission probability {3, which was set at 0.8 from men to women and 0.6 from women to men in line with observations for gonorrhea. Recovery rate of 2.0 per year (mean duration of infectiousness, 6 months) is also that estimated for untreated gonococcal infection [4] . Rate of entry into sexually active population and rate of leaving were both set at 0.05, so sexually active population remained constant in size and people remained in population for average of 20 years. populations. The more discontinuous sexual behaviors are, the more significant such jumps in prevalence will be.
Types and Levels of Stratification
A number of practical problems arise in the stratification of the population into different sexual activity classes of relevance in the interpretation of observed epidemiologic pattern. We believe that stratification according to sexual behavior (in terms of number of partners, frequency of sex, and the choice of partners with respect to these variables) is crucial in understanding STD epidemiology. However, other variables could be considered, and the detail with which we describe populations can be altered within mathematical models of transmission. Here we explain how sexual behavior can be examined in relation to other characteristics influencing transmission and how differing degrees of detail may be appropriate in the investigation of different problems.
A core group for an STD can be thought of as those with sexual activity levels high enough to allow the persistence of an STD [1, 22] . However, when it comes to the targeting of treatment or counseling programs, it is not easy to use this concept to identify individuals. In practice, various markers of high levels of sexual activity have to be used. Examples include location of home or work environment [23] , occupation [24] , or ethnic group [25] . These may be identified through casecontrol studies that look at factors predictive of the presence of an STD or, with the publication of better data on sexual behavior, through examining predictors of high-risk behavior. In principle, such studies facilitate the targeting of control initiatives. However, there remains much debate over whether sexual activity is the key risk factor.
The location of individuals within social and geographic space appears to correlate well with their risk of STD acquisition [26, 23] . For a number of social and economic reasons, high-sexual-activity persons may live near one another, and people with similar values and, hence, behaviors congregate socially. Thus, in our terminology, those with high levels of sexual activity would mix assortatively. Low-activity persons who have sex with someone from this group (e.g., as a result of going to the same bar) will place themselves at much higher risk of STD than those with similar low activity who do not choose such partners. The location becomes significant in its influence on sexual mixing patterns. At an individual level, risk of infection may be more strongly related to location than to sexual activity level. However, for the population, the pattern of disease incidence is influenced by both activity and mixing. Thus, activity can be viewed in the context of sociogeographic space for a particular population.
What constitutes a population is an important question. Very few people travel frequently enough to mix at a local, national, and international level. There must be high-activity core groups who mix assortatively within a location (e.g., a city) but hardly at all between locations (between cities). The spatial scale at which we stratify populations should depend on the scale of relevance to a particular epidemiologic question. Thus, if we are interested in an epidemic spreading between different localized populations, it would be sensible to stratify populations according to space. Of course, the lessons learned concerning what controls the dynamics of infection in one population can be applied to other populations as well.
Other variables that characterize individuals are also of interest. Sexual activity and partner choice operate directly on the transmission of STDs, but they in turn will be determined by many cultural, social, geographic, economic, psychological, and demographic factors. Such complexity implies that it is appropriate in most epidemiologic investigations to measure the proximate, behavioral variables directly. In contact tracing studies, for example, it seems most appropriate to look at patterns of mixing according to numbers of sex partners and numbers of acts with those partners [22] . However, it is also important to consider other factors, so that in an ordered manner we can build up a picture of the underlying determinants of activity levels and mixing patterns and how these change as persons age.
Model structure should ideally be related to function. In other words, if we are interested in the age-specific demographic impact of AIDS as it spreads through a population, the model needs to be age-structured (e.g., [27, 28] ). The amount of detail necessary in the stratification depends not only on function but also on the availability of data for parameter estimation. Furthermore, despite the complexity of the situation in reality, detailed description may not be necessary to capture the major features. For example, in analyzing spread via a network of contacts between individuals, an appropriate mathematical structure could be formulated to describe the detail of such individual contacts [29, 30] , but it might not be necessary. In discussing the importance of the fine detail of network structure, Klovdahl et al. [31] use two simple networks (figure 5) to show how detail matters to the rate of spread of an STD. In each example, rates of partner acquisition are identical, but infection spreads more rapidly through the lower network than the top network in figure 5 . Without referring to the detail of the two networks, however, simple measures of the degree of assortative mixing would have come to similar conclusions.
In a further example, a model of STD spread via individuals in a network that incorporated the fine detail of network structure revealed that the best predictor of risk of infection was the number of sexual partnerships formed at two path lengths from the susceptible person (i.e., the number of sexual partnerships formed by the sex partners of the susceptible person) [32] . Population measures of network structure, such as the number of components [33] , were found to correlate so well with simpler measures, such as the mean number of sex partners, that the latter can provide the essential information about the risk or the rate of spread of infection [32] . The issue of how much detail to include in mathematical models of spread is still an open debate, with much more research required [34] . However, a law of diminishing returns often applies as more and more detail is added. The key issue is identification of the purpose or purposes of model construction and analysis. In some cases, simple models will suffice; in others, very complex models are required. Figure 5 . Network structures and their characterization (from [31] ) with appropriate frequencies of activities and mixing matrices. In first matrix, epidemic infection takes longer to spread through group, and mixing is random (trace, 1); in second matrix, it is disassortative (trace, 0.5). In first, distance between nodes is 4.57; in second, distance is 3.86. Whether this contains information beyond that in mixing matric remains to be seen; what does seem likely is that mixing patterns are more likely to be forthcoming from behavioral surveys than detailed network structures [22] , although it has been shown that latter is possible with intensive effort [34] . What these different structures imply to maintenance of endemic infection within larger population of many structures is hard to determine. We examine this issue using a mathematical model of partial immunity (Appendix D). In the analysis of the benefits arising from targeted treatment, it is assumed that treatment induces recovery from infection 2 weeks after acquisition, while untreated cases take a period of 1 year to resolve. Two scenarios are examined, namely, treating a percentage of the highestsexual-activity class (the core group who constitute 10% of the sexually active population) or treating some fraction of the entire population. It is obvious that a 9% treatment of the target group would be less effective than 90% treatment of the entire population, as the latter would include treatment of 90% of the target group. Hence, the same number of people are treated in both cases, which represents 9% of the entire population or 90% of the core group. This allows us to see how much more effective targeted treatment is. However, the required effort to reach 9% of a targeted group is likely to be much greater than the effort to treat 9% of the general population, so for comparison we compare a moderately large screening and treatment program (50% of the general population) with a targeted control. The results are plotted in figure 6 as the percentage reduction in the equilibrium prevalence of infection (over that pertaining in the absence of control) as a function of the treatment strategy (targeted or entire population) and of the rate at which individuals acquire immunity to infection (the fraction of exposures to reinfection that do not induce reinfection). Because the presence of immunity influences the prevalence of infection in the absence of controls, it is appropriate to measure the relative reduction in the prevalence of infection. In all cases, targeting is the most effective, but as the degree of immunity increases, the value of screening and treating the entire population rises. The reason is simple: If immunity is rapidly acquired, those in the high-activity classes quickly become immune and most active cases of infection occur in the general population. In the extreme, when a single exposure leads to solid immunity, the value of screening and treatment in the entire sexually active population is enhanced. Individuals within a population are heterogeneous not only in their behavior but also in the likelihood they will transmit or acquire an STD on exposure. One example of such heterogeneity is the acquisition of immunity. This can have an influence on the appropriateness of STD control strategies. The importance of targeting the core group in treatment programs aimed at the control of gonorrhea was highlighted using models based on the assumption of no acquired immunity. There is some evidence for acquired immunity to specific strains of gonococci [35] ; for Chlamydia species, the evidence is somewhat stronger [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . If partial immunity is generated by infection (perhaps in the case of multi strain transmission as a result of cross-
Discussion
We have sought to illustrate how simple and complex mathematical models of the transmission dynamics and population biology of STDs can aid both in the interpretation of epidemiologic data and in identifying what needs to be measured to better understand observed pattern. In the area of biomedical sciences, such models are rarely predictive in the sense of providing quantitative projections of future trends in incidence in defined communities. Their major role is the development of a clear understanding of the influence of the many biologic, social, and behavioral factors that influence the incidence or prevalence of infection. Many epidemiologists distrust mathe- D) . In all cases, transmission probability from men to women was set at 0.4 and from women to men at 0.3, and untreated mean duration of infectiousness was set at I year, in line with estimates for Chlamydia infection [4] . In treated section of population, rate of recovery increases to 24/year (i.e., mean duration of infectiousness is assumed to be~2 weeks). Model population is stratified into 12 groups for each sex; 10% of population has mean rate of sex partner change of 30/ year, and remaining 90% has I partner/year. These stratifications are very crude and merely intended to illustrate how immunity influences targeting. Each activity group is divided into those receiving treatment and those not. Rate of acquired immunity () was set at three values. As immunity influences endemic prevalence in its own right, reduction in prevalence for each level of control was estimated by comparing prevalence with and without control. Rate of entry into sexually active population and rate of leaving were both set at 0.05 so that sexually active population remained constant in size and people remained in population for average of 20 years.
matical models, not so much because of unfamiliarity with the language but more as a consequence of the models' all-tooapparent simplicity in the face of known biologic and behavioral complexity. Mathematical simplicity often permits analytical exploration of the properties of a model, but the major reason for starting simply and slowly adding complexity is much akin to that adopted by the experimental scientist: One or a few variables are allowed to vary in an experimental design while others are held constant. The objective is slowly to develop understanding of the role of different factors in an ordered manner so as not to become confused by the relative contribution of different processes in a complex situation. Mathematics is no more or no less than a language for thinking about things in a precise way.
Here we focus on various forms of heterogeneity in the sexual behavior (and, in one case, biology) of individuals and discuss models that examine how individual variation influences epidemiologic pattern within the population. We have concentrated mainly on behavioral heterogeneity, but other heterogeneities, for example, in susceptibility to infection or in types of sex acts, can also play a role. We start with the problem of concurrent partnerships and show that this factor can, under certain extreme circumstances, result in the very rapid growth in an epidemic within a susceptible population after the introduction of infection. We then progress to an analysis of heterogeneity in sex acts and sex partner numbers to show that in both cases, either acting in isolation or in combination, heterogeneity acts to enhance the likelihood of the persistence of infection in the population.
Paradoxically, increased heterogeneity enhances the likelihood of persistence or the occurrence of an epidemic but reduces the magnitude of the endemic state of infection compared with a situation of low heterogeneity in sexual behavior. Surveys of sexual behavior reveal much heterogeneity, in the distribution of both sex acts per unit of time and sex partners over a defined period of time [7] . As such, a small core of highly sexually active individuals (if they mix assortatively) playa major role in the long-term persistence of infection and as a reservoir of infection that acts to seed cases in the lower-sexual-activity groups in a defined community.
As important as heterogeneity in behavior is the pattern of mixing or sexual contact within a community. Assortative mixing (like with like) promotes rapid spread in the highsexual-activity classes but results in a lower endemic equilibrium state compared with random or disassortative (like with unlike) mixing. Measuring the fine details of a network of individual sexual contacts is desirable, but it may not be necessary in the context of giving a broad understanding of epidemiologic pattern. To achieve the latter, a rough understanding of the degree of assortativeness in the mixing pattern may suffice.
In each of the above cases, we have treated each facet of sexual behavior (i.e., concurrent partnerships, heterogeneity in acts and partner numbers, and mixing patterns) separately in different models. The aim was to understand the behavior of each. In the real world, all of these factors are important, and the obvious next goal is to meld all of these processes in a single mathematical framework. However, to do so at this stage JID 1996; 174 (Suppl 2) Mathematical Models and STDs S159 would in some senses be premature: The major need is for quantitative epidemiologic information for a defined community on each of these behavioral factors. Data have accumulated rapidly on reported distributions of sex acts and sex partners, but we still understand little about mixing patterns and the frequency of concurrent partnerships. Acquisition of such information will not be easy, given the nature of the behaviors about which quantitative data are required. However, it should remain a goal if we desire a more precise understanding of the patterns of infection and heterogeneity therein in different risk groups or communities. Mathematical models highlight the desirability of acquiring such information, but in the absence of precise data at present, they also provide qualitative insights into the significance of different facets of sexual behavior. 
+ [Y(t -T)/N(t -T)]e-1'2(t-Df3(t -T) }dT (A-4)
Here b is the per capita entry of people into the sexually active population, N is the population size (N = X + H + Y), ,u is the per capita death rate. '}'I is the mean rate at which those infected become infectious and '}'z the mean rate at which those infectious recover. A(t) is the force of infection and is defined as
A(t) = c J~"XO e-(v + u)(t -D{J~I(T)e-YP -T)f3(t -T)dT
Appendix A
In developing a model of the spread of HIV through a static and dynamic network of sexual partnerships, Watts and May [6] assumed that the partnership was an instantaneous event. We extend that model by including the duration and a transmission probability within a partnership that is a function of the length of the relationship and, hence, the number of sex acts that would have taken place within the partnership. The model describes a group with homogeneous sexual behavior, which we set at high levels as we are interested in how an STD epidemic would behave among those with a large number of concurrent sex partners. We chose to model the spread of a bacterial STD such as gonorrhea, for which we will assume that long-lasting acquired immunity after recovery from infection is absent.
The model looks at the rate of change over time in the number of people susceptible (X), infected but not yet infectious (H), and infectious (Y). These rates are given by:
